INFO 4th March 2013
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THE BOOTCAMP GREAT RACE
SAT 2ND MARCH 2013

It was an early 7.30am start on a beautiful Saturday morning. It all started as one big happy
bunch of troops . You left in your separate groups on your unknown journey walking through
tracks at Lysterfield Lake Park. Kangaroos were still about feeding and the sun was glorious.
But, amongst you one team decided that to win there was going to be sabotage along the
track. Not only did they try to make one of the clues hard to identify, they bragged how they
watched the Pink and Black Furby team wander off the track onto a small grassy track which
the Sarge had purposely boycotted due to possible snakes in the long grass !!!!!!!
Mmmmm……… They also managed to read the directions incorrectly finishing the race at the
car park outside instead at the bridge where Sarge was waiting.. Well…… The Blue
Boofheads certainly lived up to their name.
I have to admit I enjoyed watching how the Great Race developed. I had a lot of fun ..
Thanks Troops. You were all fantastic. Even the Blue Boofheads despite their attempts.. It
didn’t pay off in the end because even with all their antics they scored last anyway.
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THE WINNERS ARE “THE RED TURTLES” !!!! 180PTS
Congratulations Rachel, Erin, Anna, Jenny & Michelle
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2ND PLACE “THE CHERRY RIPES” & “THE FURBY’S”
160PTS
Congratulations Trevor, Jarrod, Sarah, Kelly, Mikki, Jo, Paul, Roland & Heather

DISQUALIFIED “THE BLUE BOOFHEADS”
Michelle, Andrew, Steve, Mick & Michelle
When the Boofheads answers were submitted it was interesting to read the
following in large letters on the front page.
“BOOFHEADS = NOT HERE FOR OUR LOOKS OR OUR BRAINS EITHER”
“OUR MOTTO = IF YOU CANT WIN CHEAT AND THEN CHEAT AGAIN”

Evidence of sabotage

This is what the logs looked like
before the Boofheads sabotage
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